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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim [in the 

spirit world]: 

 

True Father: "What is the central force moving God's providence along? Certainly the central theme of 

the providence has been true love. With true love alone can God fulfill His own ideals and purpose. True 

love alone can harmonize everything, activate all things, unite and move everything in the universe. How 

wonderful that is! True love is so powerful and wonderful that once you have the hope of acquiring it for 

yourself nothing else really matters to you. The taste of true love gives you the power and determination 

to pursue it further." [1] 

 

God's ideal is the world of true love. Evil, sin and conflicts cannot be seen in such a world. Rather true 

love is everywhere, at any time, in all relationships. 



 

 

 

Such a world can come about, if more and more people become people of true love. That creates a force 

that moves the providence. And all of us are certainly called to become such people, people who live 

according to the logic of true love, people who live a true life, filled with happiness based on the practice 

of true love. We are destined to become people who cannot be stopped by anyone to pursue the way of 

true love: 

 

True Father: "Once you come to know how great the power of true love is, you would go this way even if 

someone told you not to." [2] 

 

Therefore true love increases all the time, once we are on this road. False love, however, decreases as 

time goes by: 

 

True Father: "What is the difference between false love and genuine love? Once false love begins, it 

diminishes and becomes weaker. Once genuine love begins, it increases. This heart that is infinitely 

embracing, this heart that holds everything, says, "I will embrace more. I will embrace more!" [3] 

 

The revolution of love does not start somewhere outside of us. It has to start in our own hearts: 

 

True Mother: "True Father, who is in the spirit world, and I, here on this earth, are deeply concerned and 

anxious about the salvation of this world. If you really know our heart, you must be able to arm yourself 

with true love and true wisdom and go out into the world so that True Parents can transform this world 

through you. I pray that FFWPU members and all Blessed Families come to possess an explosive love 

which can embrace and love the entire world." [4] 

 

There is nothing more important than this. And we all can do it. Nobody is excluded. We all can inspire 

God and True Parents by becoming champions of true love, who increasingly love the way God does. 

 

The revolution of love begins in each one of us: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: " Before we talk about reviving the nation or even before we talk about reviving the 

Christian ministers, and before we talk about reviving our movement, each one of us needs to be revived 

in the spirit of God and in the spirit of our True Parents and in my spirit of victory... It begins with each 

one, with each one of you." [5] 

 

Love from Bruno 

 

 

1. The restoration of true love. Ch 8: www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/sm-tl1/TL1-08.htm 

 

2. Pg. 565, First CSG: www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/SunMyungMoon-CSG/CSG-05.pdf 

 

3. Second CSG Pg 275: www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/CSG14/CSG14-03.pdf 

 

4. Mother, 5.3.2015: www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/HakJaHanMoon-15/HakJaHan-150305.pdf 

 

5. The victory of love: www.tparents.org/library/unification/books/vol/VOL19.htm 
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